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For many years strong interactions have existed between the Banach 
space theory and the theory of operator ideals. More recently we observe 
forming of mutual relationships between the local theory of Banach spaces 
and, so-called, s-numbers of operators. This paper stems from the latter 
trend. 
The development and importance of volume techniques which can be 
observed at present in the local theory of Banach spaces (cf., e.g., [B-M, 
M-Pl, M-P2, M-Sch, P3, S-T]) motivate the new concept of the volume 
ratio numbers. We study these numbers in Section 1, combining methods 
from the operator ideals theory with investigations of convex bodies in E-X”. 
In particular we establish various inequalities relating volume ratio 
numbers to other s-numbers of operators, notably the Gelfand and entropy 
numbers. 
A recent “meeting” point of the theory of operator ideals and of the local 
theory of Banach spaces is the concept of “weak properties,” suggested in 
[P2]. Among them, the most important seems to be the notion of a space 
of weak cotype 2 (cf. [M-Pl]), due to its deep connections with the classi- 
cal Dvoretzky theorem. In Section 2 we give a number of characterizations 
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of spaces of weak cotype 2 in terms of s-numbers and of operator ideal 
norms. 
Finally, in Section 3 we study inequalities between individual entropy 
numbers and Gelfand and Kolmogonov numbers of operators. The result 
requires additional assumptions on the domain and the range space; still, 
it is an essential generalization of previously known theorems. Combining 
this result with a general theorem of Konig-Milman, we obtain, in our 
context, a duality theorem for entropy numbers. 
0. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper we use standard definitions and notations of 
Banach space theory as can be found in [L-T]. For any Banach space X 
we denote by B, its closed unit ball. By lp” we denote R” with the norm 
IblIp = CCJL, IX/ IPE for x= (x,)E R” and 1 <p < co, and by B; we 
denote the closed unit ball in Ip”. 
Let us recall the definitions of some s-numbers. The reader should refer 
to [Pie] for more information on these notions. Let u: X--+ Y be an 
operator between two Banach spaces and n be a positive integer. The nth 
approximation number a,z(u) is defined by 
a,(u)=inf(Iju-ull ) v:X+ Y, rank(u)<n}. 
The nth Kolmogorov number d,(u) is defined by 
d,(u) = inf sup inf )Iux---y/l, 
ZCY rcB,y 1.EZ 
where the inlimum on 2 runs over all subspaces Z of Y with dim Z<n. 
The dual concept is that of so-called Gelfand numbers defined by 
c,(u)=inf{IluI,II 1 ZcX, codimZ<n}. 
We have ck(u) = dk(u*), for arbitrary u: X-+ Y. If H is a Hilbert space 
then for any operator u: H + Y, we have ck( u) = uk( u) and for any operator 
w: X+ H, dk(w) = +(w). 
All these numbers express some finite dimensional approximations for 
the operator u. Geometrically they may be viewed as different widths of the 
ball u(B,) as a subset of Y. The degree of compactness of an operator u 
may be measured by means of the well known concept of the metric 
entropy. In the framework of operators between Banach spaces it is more 
convenient to work with the entropy numbers. For u: X-t Y, the nth 
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entropy number e,(u) is the irdimum of all positive E such that there exist 
y, 2 ...5 ~~“-1 in Y such that 
n I 
u(B*)c2(j (Yj+@Y). 
/=I 
The following weak-type inequality due to Carl [Cl] relates entropy 
numbers to other s-numbers. Let {sn} denote any of the sequences {cn}, 
{&,I, {a,}. For every CI > 0 there exists C, such that for arbitrary operator 
u: X-+ Y we have 
sup Ila e,( 2.4) <C, sup n*.s,( 2.4). (0.1) 
n n 
We shall also use a geometric notion of covering numbers. If K, and K, 
are subsets of R” then N(K,, K,) denotes the minimal cardinality of a 
subset SC R” such that 
We shall often use related easy observations. If K, c IR” is a compact 
convex body and x E R” then 
(x+B;)nK,cz+B;, for some z E K,. 
If K, c R” is another compact convex body and x E IR” then 
(x+K,)nK,cz+2K,, for some z E K,. 
Let ( ., .) denote the usual inner product on 08” and let Vol( . ) denote the 
Lebesgue measure on R”. For a centrally symmetric ompact convex body’ 
Kc R” define the polar K" by 
K"= {XE R”I I(x,y)l d 1 for all YE K} 
The following important inequalities relate Vol(K) and Vol(P). There 
exists a constant c > 0 such that for every n and every centrally symmetric 
compact convex body Kc R" one has 
Cm < VoUK) VoUK”) < 1 
’ (vol(s;))2 ’ . (0.4) 
The upper estimate is the classical inequality due to Santa16 [S]. The 
lower estimate was recently proved by Bourgain and Milman [B-M]. 
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Given an operator U: 1; --f X, let 
where ;I~ is the canonical Gaussian probability measure on R”. The dual 
norm I* is defined for operators w: X -+ 1; by 
I*(w)=sup{ItraceMiU( ~~u:I;+X,f(u)dl}. 
For the notion of the K-convexity we refer the reader to [Pl] (cf. also 
[M-Sch, T23). The well known equivalent definition ([F-T], cf. also [T2]) 
says that a Banach space is K-convex if and only if there is a constant C 
such that for every n.and every operator W: X+ I;, one has 
I(u’*)6cl*(w). (0.5) 
Moreover, the smallest constant C for which (0.5) holds is equal to the 
(Gaussian) K-convexity constant X, K(X). 
For the definition and basic properties of the absolutely 2-summing 
norm, n2( .), we refer the reader to [Pie] or [T2]. 
The I-norm is intimately related to geometric and local properties of 
Banach spaces. In the context of operator ideals, its connections with 
entropy numbers and Gelfand numbers are particularly useful. The classi- 
cal Sudakov minoration theorem [Su] can be stated as follows. For every 
operator u: X -+ I, one has 
sup&e,(u)<csup{l(u*).) IEcl,, dimE<cci, (0.6) 
where c is a universal constant. 
The inequality due to the authors [P-T11 (cf. also [P-T3]), which 
improves the result of Milman [M2], states that for every operator 
u: X-r I, one has 
(0.7) 
where c is a universal constant. 
1. VOLUME RATIO NUMBERS AND THEIR RELATION TO 
GELFAND AND ENTROPY NUMBERS. 
The importance of volume techniques in the local theory of Banach 
spaces and the close connection of volume to the metric entropy suggest 
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the concept of “volume ratio” numbers. In all geometric and probabilistic 
applications known up to now, it is natural to consider only operators 
taking values in a Hilbert space, as we do here. 
For any finite-dimensional Hilbert space we denote by Vol( .) the natural 
Lebesgue measure. Let X be a Banach space and let U: X + I*. For 
n = 1, 2, . . . . set 
ur,( 24) = sup (Vol(Pu( B,))/Vol( B;)} 1’n, (1.1) 
where the supremum is taken over all orthogonal projections P: 1, + I, 
with rank P = n. 
This motion was introduced in [D]. In the context of the local theory 
of Banach spaces these numbers were first used in [M-P2], where some 
majoration problems for the f-norm were studied. 
Let us observe some general properties of the volume ratio numbers. If 
n > rank U, then UT,(U) = 0. If U: X -+ I, and S: Y--t X, T: I, -+ I,, then 
ur,( TuS) 6 /I TI( vr,(u)llS\I. The next property is less trivial. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let u:X-+/~. Then Ilull =ur,(u)> ... am-,(u)> 
. . . 2 0. 
Proof. We have 
url(u) = SUP 
{ 
,syg , lb, y)l I llxllz d 1 
I 
= IM. x 
Let n > 1 and let P: 1, + 1, be an orthogonal projection with rank P = n. 
Set w = Pu and K= w(B,). If V,(K) denotes the mixed volume of K 
(k = 0, . . . . n) then, by Steiner-Minkowski formula [B-Z], we have 
Vol( B;) 
V,(K) = ____ 
.F VW%) Gn,k 
voup,m &h(E)? 
where Gn,k is the Grassman manifold of all k-dimensional subspaces of R” 
and pLk is the normalized Haar measure on Gn,k and, for EE G,+, PE 
denotes the orthogonal projection onto E (cf. [B-Z]). In particular, the 
Cauchy formula states that n I’, _ i(K) is the surface area of K. Therefore 
from the isoperimetric inequality in R” we get 
A,(K) = (I/,(K)/Vol(B;))“” 
Thus 
Vol(Pu(B,)) = A,(K) <A,- ,(K) < urn- ,(u), 
and taking supremum over P we conclude that ur,(u) d ur,- I(~). 1 
580/87/Z-4 
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Using the polar decomposition it is easy to see that any operator in a 
Hilbert space, UC I, -+ I,, satisfies 
vr,(bv) = (F, s,(wy’. (1.2) 
where s,(w) are singular numbers of it’. 
If 1 <p < 2, then for the identity operator ipz : I, --f 1, we have 
c-‘klI’ -~ l;P 6 urk(i,,) < &l/2- l/P, (1.3) 
where c > 0 is a universal constant. Observe first that, by Santa16 inequality 
(0.4), urk(ipz) is smaller than or equal to the expression 
Sup 
Vol(B’;) ‘jk 
Vol(B,. n F) > I 
Fcl,, dim F=k 
where p *=p/(p-l)forp>iandp*=coforp=l,andB,.=B,~,denotes 
the unit ball in I,*. Now, the upper estimate easily follows from [V], for 
p = 1, and from [Me-Pa], for 1 <p < 2. The lower estimate is obvious, as 
ur,(i,,) B (VO~(B,~)/VO~(B:))“~. 
We pass now to the discussion of relationship between volume ratio 
numbers and Gelfand and entropy numbers. Most estimates are in a form 
of so-called weak-type inequalities. Some of them are proved under the 
additional assumption of K-convexity. The main result in this direction 
states. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a Banach space and let u: X -+ I, be an operator. 
Then 
vrp(u) d min[2ek(u), 4ek(u*)]? for k = 1, 2, (1.4) 
If X is K-convex then 
& ck(u) d WJ’) 1 ur, (u&h for k = 1, 2, . . . . (1.5) 
jbAk 
where C> 1 is a universal constant and A = (2CK(X)) -2. 
ProoJ Let P: I, + I, be an orthogonal projection with rank P = k. Let 
H = P(f,) and B, = B2 n H. Set v = Pu. Fix E > ek + ,(v). By the definition 
and (0.2), there exist xi, . . . . x2k in v(B,) such that u(B,) c IJfL, (x, + &B2). 
Thus 
2k 
v(B,) = u (x, + &BH). 
j=l 
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Since Vol(B,) = Vol(Bi), comparing volumes we get 
Vol(v(B,))/Vol(B~) d (2&)? 
This immediately implies vrk( u) < 2e, + 1(v) 6 2e,( u). 
Now let E = u*(H). By w: H+ E denote the restriction of u*. Let 
E > ek+ ,(u*). By the definition and (0.3) there exist x1,..., x2k in w(BH) such 
that w(BH) c uf:, (x~+ 2&B,.), hence also 
w(B,)c ij (xj+2&BE). 
j= 1 
Thus 
Vol(B,),‘Vol(w-‘(BE)) G (4~)~. 
Observe that the polar (w -‘(BE))’ coincides with Pu(B,). By Santa16 
inequality we get Vol( Pu( B,))/Vol( B’;) d (4~)~. This implies vrk(u) d 
de,+ I(u*) d 4e,(u*). 
Proof of (1.5) requires some additional results. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let X be a Banach space and let v: I, + X, u: X + 1, be 
operators. Then, 
urk(uu) d 2e,(u) urk(u), for k = 1, 2,.... 
Proof: Using polar decomposition and (1.2) pick orthogonal projec- 
tions P and Q of rank k such that 
vr,(uv) = (VO~(PZWQ(B,))/VO~(B~))~“. 
Let E > ek + ,(vQ). Then there exist x,,..., x2k in X such that 
vQ(B,) c fi 6, + EBx). 
j= 1 
Thus 
PuvQ( B,) c ij (Pux, + EPU( B,)). 
i= 1 
Hence Vol(PuuQ(B,)) d 2kek Vol(Pu(B,)) < 2kE”[vrk(u)]” Vol(B’;). So 
vr,(uv) Q 2e, + I (uQ) vrk( u) 6 2ek( v) vr,J u), concluding the proof of the 
lemma. 1 
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LEMMA 1.4. Let X he u Bunach space and let u: X -+ 1; he an operator. 
Then 
,I 
I*(U),<c C vr,(u)/J, 
j= I 
where c is a universal constant. 
Proqf: Let v: I;’ --t X with I(u) d 1. Then, by Lemma 1.3, 
/trace UU( 6 i s/(uu) 6 i vri (uv) 
/=I ,=I 
d2supL/7;ek(v) i Vrj(U)/&, 
k /=I 
By Sudakov’s inequality (0.6) we get 
ltrace UVI < 2c i vyj (u)/Ji, 
/=I 
and the proof is completed, by the definition of I*(U). 1 
Returning to the proof of (1.5), Lemma 1.4 and (0.5) imply that for any 
finite-dimensional subspace E c I, and the orthogonal projection P: 1, + E 
we have 
d C’K(X) f vr, (u)/&. 
,=I 
Therefore, by (0.7), 
& CLAU) d CK(X) f vri (u)/J. 
/=I 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Now we use the proof from [P-T2], inspired by the renorming argument 
from [M-Pl]. For the reader’s convenience we sketch it here. Fix p >O 
to be defined later. For XE X let lixllp =max(llxll, p-l Iluxllz). Let 
A’, = (X, II.il,) and let i: A’, -+X denote the natural identity operator. It 
was shown in [P-T23 that 
ck(u) = inf{p > 0 1 p > c,(ui: X, -+ f,)} 
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The last formula and (1.7) imply 
c,(u)binf 
i 
p>O(pJZ>CK(X,) f tlr,(ui)/cl;. . 
,=I I 
Set A = (4,,&‘CK(X)))*. Since ur,(ui) < IIuil( d p, we have 
CjGAk ur,(ui)/&< 2pk “* Ali = (2 ,/? CK(X))-’ pk”*. Since l\ili < 1, then 
vr, (ui) < urj(u). Moreover it is easy to check from (0.5) that 
KV,) G JZKW) and thus the inlimum in the last inequality is smaller 
than or equal to 
p>OIp&>2&CK(X) c vrj(u)/JJ’ 
j>Ak 
This shows (1.5) with the constant C’ = 2 $C and A = (2C’K(X))-*, and 
completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
Remark. Estimate (1.6) can be viewed as a strengthening, in the 
K-convex case, of Dudley’s inequality [D] 
valid for arbitrary operator U: X --, I2 and any finite-dimensional subspace 
E of 12. Let us note that a recent result on duality of entropy numbers of 
operators taking values in a Hilbert space [Tl] yields that for an arbitrary 
operator u: 1, --$ Y one has 
(1.8) 
In the case when Y is K-convex, (1.8) follows directly from (1.6) and (1.4) 
(the constant c should be then replaced by cK( Y)). It would be interesting 
to decide whether (1.6) holds without the K-convexity assumption and to 
get a direct proof of (1.8). 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let X be a K-convex Banach space and let u: X-+ 1, be 
an operator. Let CI > 5. Then 
sup k” ck( u) d CK(X)*’ sup k” urk( u), 
k k 
(1.9) 
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where C is a unicersul constant. Furthermore, !t’ rank u = n then, j;jr every’ 
1 <k<n, 
(1.10) 
where C is a universal constant and A = (2CK(X)) ‘. 
ProoJ By (1.5) we have, for k = 1, 2 ,..., 
&Ck(u) 6 CK(X) 1 vri(u)/& 
i>Ak 
d CK(X) sup m’ vr,(u) C jprrp ‘I’ 
m2Ak t>Ak 
sup m”vr,(u) 
m>Ak 
k’j* mu sup rn’ or,(u). (1.11) 
m2Ak 
So (1.9) follows. If rank u = n then vr,Ju) = 0 for m > n. Therefore 
sup m’ ur,(u) dn” vrc,k,(u). 
m>Ak 
Thus ( 1.10) follows immediately from ( 1.11). 1 
Remarks. 1. Let us observe that combining the result from [P-T23 and 
the duality result from [Tl] it follows that if CI > 4 then for arbitrary 
operator u: X-+ I, one has 
supk”c,(u)< a-5 
k ( ‘)-~’ ’ [ k 
mm sup k” ek(u), sup k” ek(u*) (1.12) 
k 1 
2. Using Milman’s theorem on quotients of subspaces [Ml] it can 
be shown that for an arbitrary operator u: X-t li, 
C&U) d C(n/k) lOg( 1 + n/k) urk(u). (1.13) 
Other relations concerning volume ratio numbers can be found in the 
forthcoming book of Pisier [P3, Chap. 91. 
The upper estimate for Gelfand numbers given in (1.9) should be com- 
plemented by the lower estimate which follows directly from ( 1.4) and 
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Carl’s inequality (0.1). For every p > 0 there exists C, such that for every 
operator u: X+ I, we have 
sup k’ UT~(U) f C sup k” ek(u) d C, sup ka ck(u). (1.14) 
k k k 
Applying Carl’s inequality for both u and U* we get, by (1.9), the 
following. 
COROLLARY 1.6. Let X be a K-convex Banach space and let u: X-, I, be 
an operator. Let LX > $. Then 
Weak-type estimates from Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 and (1.12) are “close 
to optimal”; indeed, analogous estimates do not hold for c( < 4. This can be 
seen comparing the order of growth of volume ratio, entropy, and Gelfand 
numbers of the identity operator ip2: 1: -+ I:, for 1 <p < 2. The entropy 
numbers ek(ipz) and ek(iz2) were studied in [Sch], where their order of 
growth was calculated. We have, up to universal constants, 
1 for k 6 log n 
ek(i,,) 7 ek(i,*,) 7 (lOg( 1 + n/k)/k)““-I” forlogn<k<n (1.15) 
2pkJn ,lj2- l/p for n < k. 
The Gelfand numbers ck(i,,) were studied in [Gl, G2, G-G] (cf. also 
[P-T33). For 1 <p d 2 we have, with constants which depend on p, 
ck(i@) ; min( 1, n”P* kP’j2), (1.16) 
while for p = 1 we have 
ck(i,,) 7 tIIiII( 1, (log(l + n/k)/k)“‘). (1.17) 
2. SPACES OF WEAK COTYPE 2 
The notion of spaces of weak cotype 2 was recently introduced and 
studied in [M-Pl]. In particular, finite-dimensional subspaces of a space of 
weak cotype 2 were shown to have nearly Euclidean sections of large 
dimensions and volume ratios uniformly bounded. In this section we give 
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characterizations of spaces of weak cotype 2 in terms of s-numbers and of 
operator ideal norms. 
Let us recall that a Banach space X is said to be of weak cotype 2, if 
there is a constant C such that for all n and all operators U: 1;’ H X, 
sup $ ak(u) < Cl(u). 
k 
(2.1) 
The smallest constant C is called the weak cotype 2 constant of X and is 
denoted by WC,(X). 
The following result was proved in [M-Pl, Theorems 1 and 81. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a Bzmach space of weak cotype 2. For every 
positive integer n and every subspace E of X with dim E = n and every 
operator u: E + 1; we have 
(i) & ck(u) d a(n/k) Cx,(u), for every 1 dk d n, 
(ii) e,(u) G Cn2(u)/\li;l, 
(iii) e,(u*) d Cn,(u)/,l;;, 
where C6 a(wC,(X))’ log( 1 + WC,(X)) and a > 1 is a universal constant. 
Remark. In fact, (iii) is not stated explicitly in [M-PI], but it follows 
from (i) just the same way as (ii) does, using Carl’s result (0.1) and the fact 
that dk(u*) = ck(u). 
We shall also use the following result from [C2]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let u: A’--+ Y be an 
operator. Let { si} stand either for Gelfand numbers (ci} or for Kolmogorov 
numbers {di}. Then, for every positive integer n we have 
For the sake of completeness let us sketch the proof for Gelfand 
numbers. The case of Kolmogorov numbers follows by duality. 
Proof: Fix E > 0. Construct inductively sequences {xi }I in B, and 
{y;); in By* such that ( y:, ux,) 3 (1 -E) c,Ju) and (y:, ux,) = 0 for 
j> i. This can be done by picking X,E fii<, ker u* yy such that 
IIUXjII 2 (1-E) c,(u) and then choosing yj* in B,, such that 
( yi*, ux,) = lluxl 11. Clearly, the matrix [(y,*, ux,)] is triangular and so 
(1 -~)“~I;~i(~)~det[(yi*, UX~)]. m 
We have the following characterization of spaces of weak cotype 2 in 
terms of s-numbers. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a Banach space. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) X is of weak cotype 2, 
(ii) 3CVu:X*+l,Vk>l 
(iii) 3CVu:I,+XVk>,l 
(a) ak(U) 6 Cck(uh 
(b) ak(u) < Cek(u*), 
(iv) 3C Vu: I, + X 
sup & ak(u) < C sup 4 dk(u). 
k k 
Proof. (i) G- (ii). Let v: X* + I, be an operator and let k be a positive 
integer. Let q >O. Recall that ak(v) =dk(u) and, by Lemma 2.2, pick 
x1 ,..., xk in B,. and y,*, ,,,, yk* in B,I such that 
Ilk 
d (1 +v)(detC(y,*, uXj)l)“k. (2.2) 
Clearly, we may assume that the determinant in (2.2) is non-zero. 
Set H= span(ux,, . . . . vxk) c I, and let P: I, + H be the orthogonal projec- 
tion. Set Z = X*/ker( Pv) and let q: X* -+ Z be the quotient map and 
w: Z + H such that wq = Pv. Let {e,}: be the unit vector basis in 1;. Define 
operators T: I,” -+ X * by Tej=xj, for j=l,...,k and S: H-1; by Sz= 
Cf= 1 (z, y,*) ei, for z E H. 
lk 2------+x*-lz- 
T L’ P 
H- 1; 
s 
Set U= SPvT. The matrix [(y?, ux,)] represents the operator U in the 
unit vector basis in 1:. Clearly, 
(detC(yF, vxi)l) ‘lk = (det U)‘lk d (det SI ilk Idet(wqT)I lk. (2.3) 
To estimate the first factor observe that the norm of S, as an operator into 
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I”, , satisfies (IS: H + 1; I/ = max lIv,* II = 1. Hence, nz(S) d jk /IS: H -+ IhI I/ 
=$. Thus 
ldet S “’ = i~,u.(~,)‘h~~~~,u,(~)2i’: 
6k ’ 2 n,(S) < I. 
To estimate the second factor, fix E > e,(qT). There exist z,, . . . . ~~k-1 in Z 
such that 
Hence 
K?W’;) c u (WZi + MBZ)). 
1 
Comparing volumes, we get 
Idet(wqT)I Ilk = (Vol(wqT(B:))/Vol(B:))“’ 
< 2&(VOl(W(B,))/Vol(B';))"k 
< 2~ vrR( v). 
The latter inequality follows from the obvious formula Vol(w(B,)) = 
Vol(wq(B,,)) = Vol(Pv(B,,)). Since the estimate is valid for arbitrary 
E > e,(qT), we get 
Jdet(wqT)j ‘!k < 2e,(qT) crk(v). 
Observe now that Z* is a k-dimensional subspace of X and that the 
norm of (qT)*, as an operator to Ii, satisfies II(q Z* --) 1: II = 
maxllxjII = 1. Thus x,((qT)*)<& and, by Proposition 2.l(iii), 
e,(qT) d cn,((qT)*)/& d c. c ombining these estimates with (2.3) we get 
(det[(y,*, 2X,)])““< 2&r,(v), (2.4) 
where C< a(wC,(X))’ log(1 + WC,(X)) and a 3 1 is a universal constant. 
Combining with (2.2) and taking q + 0 shows (ii). 
(ii) * (iii(a)) and (ii) =S (iii(b)). For U: I, + X we have ak(u) = ck(u) = 
dk(u*)=ak(u*) (cf. [Pie, Chap. 1 l]), hence the implications follow from 
Theorem 1.2 and the equality ek(U) = ek(U**). 
(iii(a)) =S (iv) and (iii(b)) = (iv) follows directly from (0.1). 
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(iv) + (i). Let U: 1; + X. Then dk(u) = ck(u*) and so the conclusion is 
an immediate consequence of (0.7). [ 
In the statement of the next corollary we use the following convention. 
Given Banach space X, functions f and g on L(Z,, X). whose values are 
positive numbers or +co, and ~21, we writef(u) 7 g(u) if cc’g(u)< 
f(u)<cg(u), for every uEL(IZ, X). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let X be a Banach space of weak cotype 2. Let 
u: I, -+ X be an operator. Then ,for every a > 0, 
sup nr a,(u) ;: sup n”vr,(u*) ;: sup # e,(u) 
n n n 
z sup n* e,(u*) z sup n’ d,(u), (2.5) 
where c, > 1 depends only on 2. 
Moreover, if every operator u: l2 -+ X satisfies sup,, 4 a,,(u) 7 
sup, &s,(u), where s,(u) is vr,(u*) or e,(u) or e,(u*) or d,,(u), then X is 
of weak cotype 2. 
Proof: It is well known that for arbitrary Banach space X and an 
operator U: I, + X, sup, n’ a,(u) dominates any of other four functions (cf. 
[Pie, 11.2.31). The opposite inequalities follow directly from Theorem 2.3. 
Conversely, each of the conditions implies (iv) of Theorem 2.3. 1 
Spaces of weak cotype 2 admit the following simple characterization in 
terms of operator ideal norms. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let X be a Banach space. Then X is of weak cotype 2 
if and only if 3C YE c X, dim E = n < 00 Vu: 1; --f E one-to-one 
n d Cl(u) 7r2(up1). (2.6) 
Proof: Fix a subspace E c X with dim E = n < cc and let u: 1; -+ E be 
a one-to-one operator. Set k = [(n + 1)/2] and let H c 1; be a subspace 
with codim H = k - 1 such that /IuJH/I = ak(u). Set w = uIH, so that 
Ml- ’ = W’)Iu(ff). Since n,(w)<JldimH llwll, we get, by (2.1) 
(n + 1)/2 < trace w-’ w < 7rz(w-‘) ECU 
~%W’)& llwll 
d nIcz(u-’ JZak(u) 
< Cl(u) 7rcz(c 1). 
This shows (2.6) with C = 2&,(X). 
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Conversely, we shall show that (2.6) implies the existence of a constant 
0 < 6,, < 1 such that every finite-dimensional subspace E c X contains Fc E 
with k = dim F> 6, dim E and d(F, I!:) < 2. This condition, in turn, was 
shown in [M-P11 to imply that X is of weak cotype 2. 
Fix E c X with dim E = n. Let U: 1; + E be the isomorphism associated 
to the John’s ellipsoid of maximal volume contained in B,. In particular, 
n2(u-‘)=& and IJu// = 1 (cf., e.g., [M-Pl, T2, Chap. III]). The former 
equality and (2.6) yield i(u) B C ’ & which, in turn, combined with the 
latter equality, can be used for finding an Euclidean subspace F of E. We 
will use the result of [F-L-M, Theorem 2.61 (cf. also [M-Sch]) with 
/11x1// = J/u-‘x~)~, for XEE. Then b= 1 and M,=I(u)/&>C’. It follows 
that there exists Fc E with k = dim F> don and d(F, 1:)~ 2. Here 6, 
depends only on C, so this completes the proof. m 
Theorem 2.3 and its proof suggest he new parameter which might be of 
an independent interest. For an operator U: X+ Y between Banach spaces 
X and Y, and for a positive integer IZ, set 
D,,(u)=sup{det[(y,*, UX,)]‘/~[ {xi};2c B,, {y*}?c BY.}. (2.7) 
For operators from I, into a space of weak cotype 2, D,(U) admits a 
number of interesting upper estimates. Most of them actually characterize 
spaces of weak cotype 2. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let X be a Banach space. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) X is of weak cotype 2, 
(ii) 3CVu:l,+XVn>l 
D,(u) d Cvr,(u*), 
(iii) 3C Vu: I, + XVn > 1 
(4 D,(u) 6 Cc,(u), 
(b) D,(u) G Ce,(u*), 
(iv) 3CVn> 1 Vu: I;+X 
sup $ Dk( 24) d C1( U). 
k 
Moreover, condition (i) implies 
(v) 3c vu: I, + x vn 2 1 
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Proof: As D,(U) = D,(u*), the implication (i) + (ii) follows from (2.4). 
The implications (ii) * (iii(u)) = (iv) * (iii(b)) * (iv) have the same proof 
as similar implications in Theorem 2.3. (iv) * (i) is an immediate conse- 
quence of Lemma 2.2. 
(i)+(v). Let u:l,+Xandn>l. Let {~~):“~B,,and {xT}:“cB~.. Let 
H= span(x, ,..., x2,,) c I, and Z = u(H) c X and set uO = ~1”: H + Z. Define 
R: Z -+ 1F by Rx = x(x,+, x) ej for x E Z, where {e,} is the unit vector basis 
in l?. Define U: H-+1? by U= Ru,. 
Recall that cZk- ,(ST) < ck(S) c,JT), for arbitrary operators S and T 
[Pie, 11.9.21. Thus 
1/2n 
Idet[(xF, UX~)]~“~~= ldet U11’2n= 
d ii ci(wJ ii c,(R) ( 
l/n 
r=l i= I 
Similarly as in Theorem 2.3 we have z,(R) < A. So, by Proposition 2.1, 
c,(R) < a’(r~/“)~‘* C, for j = 1, . . . . 2n, 
where C 6 a’(wC,(X))* log( 1 + WC,(X)) an a’ > 1 is a universal constant. d 
Thus (n;= i c,(R))“‘* 6 a”C and this clearly concludes the proof of (v). 1 
Combining condition (v) of the last theorem with Lemma 2.2 we see that 
if X is of weak cotype 2 then for U: 1, -+X, D,(U) admits both upper and 
lower estimates in terms of products of c,(u). More precisely, 
( 1 
fi c,(u) llZn 6&(u)< c Iy Ci(U) ,
j=l ( 1 
IIn 
(2.8) 
I=1 
where C < a(wC,(X))’ log( 1 + WC,(X)) and a 3 1 is a universal constant. 
Remark. Some related results can be found in [Pa, P2]. In particular, 
in the latter paper it is shown that for a Banach space X the condition 
sup, D,(id,) < cc is equivalent to the condition X and X* are of weak 
cotype 2 and X is K-convex. 
3. MORE ON ENTROPY NUMBERS VERSUS GELFAND NUMBERS 
In this section we study s-numbers of operators from X into Y, where X* 
and Y are of weak cotype 2 and either X or Y is K-convex. Due to proper- 
ties of X and Y strong inequalities between individual entropy numbers 
and Gelfand and Kolmogorov numbers can be proved. This shows that 
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some of the results of Section 2 remain valid in a more general context, 
when a Hilbert space is replaced by an arbitrary Banach space whose dual 
is of weak cotype 2. 
On the other hand, the theorem which follows is a generalization of a 
result from [G-K-S], where a similar result was proved if X and Y* were 
of type 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X and Y he Banach spaces. Let X* and Y be of weak 
cotype 2 and let X or Y be K-convex. Let u: X + Y be an operator. Then, for 
n = 1, 2, . . . . 
max(d,(u), c,,(u)) GA min(e,(u), e,(u*)), (3.1) 
where A depends only on the constants wC,(X*), wC,( Y), and 
min(K(X), K(Y)). 
Proof: Assume first that X is K-convex. We shall use a similar argument 
as in Theorem 2.3. Let q > 0 and pick, by Lemma 2.2, x, , . . . . x, in B, and 
Yf, . . . . y,* in B,. such that 
max(d,,(u), c, (u)) d (1 + r)(detC(y?, uxi)l)““. (3.2) 
Set X0 = span(x,, . . . . xn) and Y0 = u(X,). Similarly as in Theorem 2.3 define 
operators T: 1; -+ X0 and S: Y, --) I;, by Te, = xi for j= 1, . . . . n and 
Sy = Cy= , (y,*, y) e,, for y E YO. Denoting by u0 : X0 --t Y, the restriction of 
u we get 
(det[(y,*, ux,)])‘:” = det(Su, T) = Vol(Su, T( B;))/Vol( By) 
< Z13 e,,(Su, T) d 12~ e,(S) e,,(u,) e,(T). (3.3) 
By Proposition 2.l(ii) we have e,(S) < a(wC,( Y))2 log( 1 + wC,( Y)) and by 
Proposition 2.l(iii), e,(T) d a(wC,(X,*))’ log( 1 + wC,(X,*)), where a is a 
universal constant. It can be shown that wC,(X,*) d wT,(X,) d wT2(X) d 
K(X) wC,(X*) (here wT2( .) denotes the weak type 2 constant (cf. 
[M-Pl, P2])). Combining (3.2) and (3.3) we get max(d,(u), c,(u))< Ae,(u). 
The estimate in terms of e,(u*) can be proved analogously, concluding the 
proof of (3.1). 
The case when Y is K-convex follows from (3.1) by duality, using the 
principle of local reflexivity and the fact that cA(u) = dJu*). 1 
Remark. It is interesting to observe that for (3.1) to be valid, some 
strong assumptions on X and Y are in fact needed. For instance, it can be 
easily checked from (1.15) and (1.16) that for l<p<2, the identity 
operator ip2 : I, ’ -+ 1; satisfies, for k - n’, with 0 < c( < 1, 
4(ip2Yek(ip2) 3 cdip2)ledip2) + ‘6, 
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as n + 00. Also, from Section 2 it follows that if Y is a Hilbert space and 
(3.1) is valid for all operators U: X + Y then X* is of weak cotype 2. 
A similar situation occurs when X is a Hilbert space. 
Now we would like to address briefly the so-called problem of duality of 
entropy numbers. This problem consists of, roughly speaking, comparison 
of the asymptotic behaviour of sequences {e,(u)} and {e,Ju*)}, for a com- 
pact operator U. For some recent partial solutions and related results, the 
reader can consult [Tl] and references therein. 
The following theorem is due to Konig and Milman [K-M] (see also 
[P3, Chap. 81). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let u: X-t Y be an 
operator of rank n, then 
and eCunl(u*) G 2e,(u), (3.4) 
where a > 1 is a universal constant. 
Combining the general estimate (3.4) with Theorem 3.1 we get 
THEOREM 3.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. Let X* and Y be of weak 
cotype 2 and let X or Y be K-convex. Let u: X -+ Y be an operator. Then, for 
every n, one has 
Be’ eCunl(u*) < e,(u) < BeC,-l,,(u*), 
where a 3 1 is a universal constant and B depends only on the constants 
wC2(X*), wC,( Y), and min(K(X), K( Y)). 
Proof Let a 2 1 be a constant from Theorem 3.2. Fix n and set 
k = [a-‘n]. Let i: Y + 1, be an isometric embedding and put 
v=iu: X-+1,. Pick Ec X with codim E < k such that I(u/ Eli < 2cJu). Let 
w: X + 1, be an extension of iu] E with I( wII = /(iul Eli d 2c,(u). 
By subadditivity of entropy numbers, we have 
e,(u) d 2e,(v) 6 2(llwll + e,(v - ~1) 
d 2ck( u) + 2e,( v - w). 
By Theorem 3.1, CJU) < Ae,(u*). Since rank(v - w) < k, by Theorem 3.2, 
e,(v-w)~2e,((v-w)*)62(e,(v*)+ Ilw*Il) 
d 2(e,(v*) + 2cJu)) 
< 2(e,(u*) + 2Ae,(u*)). 
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Thus 
e,,(u) d (4 + 10‘4) ek(U*) = (4 + 10‘4) et<, I,,,(u*). 
The lower estimate is obtained in the same way, and we omit the 
details. 1 
Remarks. 1. Theorem 3.3 is a strengthening of the duality result from 
[G-K-S, C2] and the main idea of the proof is the same. 
2. In comparison with, e.g., [Tl], it should be noted that Theorem 
3.3 does not require any assumptions on a “regular” behaviour of sequen- 
ces {e,,(u)) and (eJu*)>. 
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